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THE COMPLEXIFICATION AND DIFFERENTIAL STRUCTURE

OF A LOCALLY COMPACT GROUP

BY

KELLY McKENNON

Abstract. The concept of a complexification of a locally compact group is defined

and its connections with the differential structure developed. To provide an

interpretation in terms of irreducible representations of separable, Type I groups, a

duality theorem and Bochner theorem are presented.

The Pontryagin-Van Kampen duality theorem states that any locally compact

Abelian group may be regarded as the set of continuous homomorphisms on a dual

LCA group X into the circle group T. Thus G is always a subgroup of the group Gc

of continuous homomorphisms of X into the multiplicative group of nonzero

complex numbers. It is not difficult to see that Gc is the direct product of G and

the group G¿ of continuous homomorphisms of X into the multiplicative group of

positive real numbers. The natural logarithm converts G¿ into the linear space of

continuous real homomorphisms of X, which space in turn is transformed via the

map/^ e~'f into the Lie algebra A of continuous one-parameter subgroups of G

(see [11, 24.33 et seq.]). Thus the "complexification" Gc may be viewed as a

product of G with its Lie algebra A. Since the component of the identity contains

all the one-parameter subgroups, it is convenient to deal only with connected

groups when studying the complexification.

The situation for a compact group is similar, though it must be couched in terms

of the algebra T(G) of trigonometric polynomials (or representative functions) on

G and relies on Tannaka's duality theorem [13]. The dual of T(G) may be regarded

as a product M of simple finite-dimensional von Neumann algebras and Tannaka's

theorem states that the unitary elements of this product which are in the spectrum

of the multiplicative algebra T(G) may be identified with G. Thus G is a subset of

the spectrum Gc of T(G). If G¿ denotes the elements of Gc which are positive in

M, then G¿ is, in general, not a group, but it is still true that Gc is a group and is

the direct product of G with G¿. The function / In (viewed as a function on the

product M of von Neumann algebras) maps G¿ onto the algebra of derivations of

T(G) and the map x —» e'x transform the Lie algebra of derivations onto the Lie

algebra of one-parameter subgroups of G (see [6] for Lie groups and [18] for the

general case).

It is the business of the sequel to investigate to what extent the idea of a

"complexification" and its connection with the differential structure extends to a
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238 KELLY McKENNON

general locally compact group. The task is complicated by the fact that a perfectly

satisfactory generalization of the Pontryagin-Van Kampen theory does not seem to

be available for general locally compact groups, although there have been many

attempts. A number of these, closely connected with the left regular representation

of G, have been unified by Takesaki [23] in a theory based on Hopf-von Neumann

algebras. We have chosen here to clad our ideas in the trappings of the group

W * -algebras, and so will have recourse to the theory of Walter [25].

We begin in §1 with some technical matters allowing us to speak of

"unbounded" elements of a W*-algebra. In §2 the group complexification Gc is

introduced and its basic structure determined. §3 presents the relation Gc has to

the group Lie algebra. The unboundedness of the positive elements of Gc (the

elements of Rc+, for instance, are the exponential functions on R) causes a problem

in considering Gc as a group, which is discussed in §4. The remainder of the paper

is concerned with the complexification relative to various representations-particu-

larly the irreducible ones. The principal tools here are a Bochner-type theorem (§7)

and a duality theorem (§8).

Since the reader may find the symbols employed in this paper somewhat

formidable in number, a list is provided immediately preceding the bibliography. A

number x+ (x~) after a listing means that that particular symbol is first found just

after (before) the number (x) in the text.

1. Background. Let W be a W*-algebra with identity i, adjoint •—-, and multipli-

cation * . We shall view If asa family of linear functional on its predual W +. The

positive cones of W and W+ will be denoted by W+ and W*', respectively. For

uE If and F G Wn we define to * F, F * w G W+ by letting to * F(0) =

F(u~ * 9) and F * u(9) = F(9 * u~) for all 9 G W.

By a resolution of a projection trx in W we shall mean a map w from the family B

of Borel subsets of a locally compact Hausdorff space X(ir) into the set of

projections in W+ such that:

(la)^ = 0,77^ = trx;

(lb) 77y t^ 0 (V Y c X(tt): Y is nonvoid and open);

(lc) nYnZ = 77K7TZ (V Y, Z G B);

(Id) 77yuZ = ity + ttz (V Y, Z G B: Y n Z = 0);

(le) ¡i(tt, F)\B 3 Y -h> rnY(F) is a regular complex measure for all F G W^.

By a resolution of a partial unitary element vx of W, we shall mean a map v from

the Borel a-algebra B of a locally compact space X(v) into the partial unitary

elements of W such that vx = vx and v~ * v is a resolution of the projection

v~ * v^ (or, equivalently, v * v~ is a resolution of the projection vx * v~).

Let R = R ( W) be the family of all resolutions v of partial unitary elements such

that X(v) is a closed subset of the set R+ of positive real numbers, and write R +

for the set of resolutions of projections in R. For v G R, let W*[v] be the order

ideal consistinig of all F G W * such that

f     x2dti(v~*v, F)(x) < oo; (2)
JX(v)
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it is a consequence of the spectral theory that Jf^M is dense in W*. Thus the

linear span Wt[v] of W¿[v] is dense in W^. For each v G R define v'\ rVm[v] -» C

by

v'(F) = f     x dp(v~ * v, v~w * F)(x)       (V F G W.[v]). (3)

The existence of (3) is justified by the fact that if F G W¿[v] and S is any

W»-representation of If on a Hilbert space H with a vector v G H satisfying

(Suv, v) = u(F) for all to G If, the spectral theory guarantees the existence of a

unique positive selfadjoint operator

A->fxdS,-„(x% (4)

and thus (2) becomes (Av, Av} < oo, which implies that

f     x d¡x(p~ * v, v~(v) * F)(x) = (Av, S~ v)
JX(V)

is well defined.

Define W to be the set of all f such that v G R, and write à\oxa.(v*) for its

domain If Ji»]. Let cGÄbe arbitrary, and consider any If*-representation S of

If on a Hilbert space H. Let A satisfy (4) and write vx for vx,py Then 5„ ° A is a

closed linear operator on H and we define

S„-=SV   o a.

Note further that, if S( W)' denotes the commutant of S( W), then

S„-o v= V°S,-       (VKeS(W)'). (5)

On the other hand, if R is a closed linear operator with dense domain, it can be

written uniquely as a product U ° A where A is positive selfadjoint, U is a partial

unitary operator, and R, A and U have identical initial projections [7, XII 7.7]; if

R°V=V°R as well for all V G S( W)', then the same holds for A and U so

Í/ G 5( Jf ) and A — ¡x dP, where P is a resolution of the initial projection of A in

the If »-algebra S(W). Thus if

If = W(S) © keriS) (6)

is the canonical decomposition of W into a direct sum of ideals,

(3\v Œ R(W(S)))    SV-=R. (7)

When S is faithful on W, it follows from (7) that its extension to If is also faithful;

hence we can define

9* to = 5 -'(5, » SJ       (V ô G If, to G If ) (8)

and a simple approximation argument shows that the definition is independent of

the particular faithful 5 employed.

For to G If and F G dom(to), we define

to * F\W 3 9^>u~ *9(F).
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We leave it to the reader to verify that, if 5 is a If »-representation on H, then

(V to, 9 G W),

Su + S9 is densely defined if dom(to) n dom(ö) is dense in If+, (9)

and

Sa ° Sg is densely defined if {9~ * F: F G dom(ö)} n dom(to) is dense in Wt,

_ (10)
and the converse holds if to, 9 G W(S). Thus, for to, 9 G If, to + 0 is defined and

satisfies

(to + 9)(F) = 9(F) + to(F)        (V F G dom(0) n dom(to))

whenever dom(0) n dom(to) is dense in If,,, and

Su+e = Sw + Se. (11)

Likewise to * 9 is defined and satisfies

u*9(F) = u(9~ * F)       (VFGdom(0))

whenever {9~ * F: F G dom(ö)} n dom(to) is dense in If,, and

Sa.9-SuoSe. (12)

The adjoint can analogously be extended to W such that

Sa~ = S~       (V to G If). (13)

If to G ff is selfadjoint and / is any continuous complex-valued function on the

spectrum of to, one can define (where S is any faithful If »-representation)

/(to) =£-'(/( S J).

We close the present section by noting that, if \¡/\ If -* A is any homomorphism

of If »-algebras, \p has a canonical extension (also denoted \p) of W into A such that

M(o>)) = >p(f(o>)) (14)

where to G If is selfadjoint and / is any continuous complex-valued function on

the spectrum of a.

2. The complexification of a group. Let G be a locally compact group, e its

identity, X a left Haar measure on G, L1 = Ll(G,X) the Banach »-algebra of

X-integrable functions, 6 = Q(G) the enveloping C*-algebra of G, If = If(G) the

enveloping If »-algebra of C, C = C(G) the algebra of continuous complex-valued

functions on G, P = P(G) the cone of positive definite elements of Q, and

B = B(G) the linear span of P in C. Then B(G) is the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of

G and may be associated with Wt via a canonical map F\B —> If ^ satisfying

h(Fj) = f hfdX       (V h G L\f G B) (15)

(where we view L1 c C c If). For to G If and Ff G WJto], we define

<«,,/> = «(Fy). (16)
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Let y be the canonical monomorphism of G into the group of unitary elements of

If-then

<?(*),/> =/(*)        (V*GG,/G5). (17)

We shall frequently use the fact that the continuous unitary representations of G

and C*-algebra representations of C are, respectively, just the representations V ° y

and V\c, where V runs through the class of If*-algebra representations of If (here

a C*-algebra representation implies norm-continuity and a If*-algebra representa-

tion means weak*-continuity) [8, 12.1.5 and 13.9.3].

To each / G P(G) is associated a unique (up to unitary equivalence) cyclic

If »-algebra representation Tf of If on a Hilbert space H(f) satisfying

(Tivpvf)f-(U,f)       (VtoGlf) (18)

where < , }f and vn are the inner product and cyclic vector, respectively, in H(f).

For/and h in P, the tensor product unitary representation Tf ° y <8> Th ° y of G is

connected with a unique If »-representation Ts,h of If such that

Tfy{x) 8 Thy(x)h = T%       (V x G G). (19)

By the complexification Gc of G we shall mean the set of all to G If such that

7*8 72=7**        (V/ÄGF). (20)

It trivially follows from (19) that the image Gy of G by y is a subset of Gc. We write

G¿ for Gc n If+ . In dealing with G¿ it is convenient to introduce the set

A = A(G) of all a G if such that

7* 8 / + 7 8 7? = 7**        (V/ h G P) (21)

(where / always represents the identity operator) and

a~ = — a. (22)

Proposition 1. For a G A and z G C, exp(za) is in Gc.

Proof. Let/, h G P be arbitrary. That F^^ = exp zT£h is trivial. That

IÍ»í-0 ® rexP(za) = exp z( F¿ (gl / + / 8 F¿) (23)

follows from an elementary rearrangement of power series. Thus (21) and (23)

imply

^exp^a) ®   ̂ exp(^o) =   TVxp(za)-      Q-E.D.

Proposition 2. FAe wtzp A 3 a —» exp( — ia) is a bijection onto G¿'.

Proof. That the map under consideration is injective is a consequence of the

spectral theory. In view of (22) and Proposition 1, it remains only to show the map

is surjective.

Let 77 G Gç and /, h G P be arbitrary. For each n G N, define /JR 3 x -^

max{«"', min(n, x)} and choose 7r„ G W + such that/„(7r) = irn. Then the series

ln(m)+   f (-ir+1/n-'«->n-mr
OT=1
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converges absolutely to In 7r„. A simple exercise with power series now leads to

ln( 7* 8 T* ) = (In T{ 8 /) + (/ 8 In F*). (24)

Since the sequence F^ (F£, resp.) converges to T{ (F*, resp.) on a dense subset of

#(/) (H(h), resp.), (24") implies

ln(F/ 8 I?) = (In F¿ 8 /) + (/ 8 In F*). (25)

But 77 is in Gc+ so, if a = -i In w, (25) implies that (21) holds. That (22) holds

follows from the spectral theory. Hence a G A and exp(-z'a) = 77.    Q.E.D.

Proposition 3. For to G Gc, both to ~ ' and co~ are in Gc. If to, ß G Gc and o> * ß

is defined in If, then to * ß is in Gc.

Proof. Let/, h G P be arbitrary. Then

K- 8 *2" = (Tl ® r2)_' = (W = T^'-'*
so to ~ ' is in Gc. That to ~ is in Gc is proved analogously. If u, ß G Gc and to * /? is

defined, then

Tl.ß ® Thu.ß = (T¿ 8 F*) o (7* 8 F¿) = 7** ° Ff = F'%,

so to * /S is in Gc.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 1. The product Gy * G¿ is direct and equals Gc.

Proof. That Gy * G¿ c Gc follows from Proposition 3. That Gy * G¿ is direct

follows from the uniqueness of polar decomposition of invertible operators.

Let to G Gc be arbitrary and write v * m for its polar decomposition, v G W

unitary and 7r G If+ . Proposition 3 implies that to~ is in Gc and that o¡~ * u = 7r2

is in Gq . Proposition 2 yields a G A such that exp(-j'a) = 7r2. Proposition 1 now

implies that exp(-/'a/2) = -n and exp(;a/2) = 7r~' are in G¿. Hence, by Proposi-

tion 3 again v = u * 7r_l is in Gc. But Walter's duality theorem [25, Theorem 1]

states that Gy is precisely the family of unitary elements of Gc; hence o¡ G

Gy * Gc+.    Q.E.D.

3. The complexification and the group Lie algebra. Thus far we have omitted

discussing if or when Gc is a group. This question is connected with the differential

structure on G, which we shall discuss in the present section. We shall denote by F

the direct sum of all representations Tf, f G P, and by H( T) the representation

space.

Let r = T(G) be the family of continuous one-parameter subgroups of G. For

a G A, the map i°|R3 (-» Y~'(exp(/a)) is evidently a one-parameter subgroup of

G.

Proposition 4. The map A 3 a —» s" is a bijection onto V.

Proof. It follows from spectral theory that there is a dense subspace M of H on

which all the operators Fexp(/a) are defined and such that

lim Fex^,a) = / pointwise on M. (26)
t—>o
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Since the operators Fexp((a) are all unitary, the convergence (26) holds pointwise on

all of H(T). Since y is a homeomorphism [25, Theorem 1] when If carries the

weak-* topology a(If, If,,), it follows that lim,_0 y_1(exp(/a)) = e in G. Hence

s"er for each a 6 A.

The formula

¡"j(< - r)~ '(Fexp(,a) - Fexp(ra)(ü)) = Ta o Texp(ra)(v) (27)

is valid for all r G R and v in the domain of Ta [22, 13.35]. When r = 0 (27) implies

that A3 a —> sa is injective.

Now suppose that í G T is arbitrary. Then the map R9(^ ^Vw» *s a conunu"

ous, one-parameter subgroup of unitary operators so, by Stone's theorem [22,

13.37], there exists a closed skew operator V on H(T) such that Fr(J(()) = exp(tV)

for all t G R. Since V evidently commutes with each element of F(If)', we have

V = Ta for some a G If satisfying (22). Since lim,^ t~l[e\p(tV)(v) — v] = V(v)

for all v in a dense subspace of H(T), the product rule shows that (21) holds.

Hence a G A and s = s".   Q.E.D.

Since the range of each s G T is connected, it is contained in the component of e

in G. Thus, in view of Propositions 2 and 4, we lose little when studying Gc by

considering only connected groups.

Throughout the sequel, G will always be assumed to be connected.

Combining ideas of Mackey [16], Riss [21], and Bruhat [5], Boseck and Czichow-

ski [3], [4] have constructed a theory of differentiability for G based on I\

Let F be a complete, locally convex, continuous G-module with dual E'. A

vector v G E is said to be differentiable if

Dsv s o(E, E') - lim  s^ ' P ~ V exists in F        (V j G T); (28)
f—>o /

the set of all t> G E such that DsDr . . . D v is differentiable for every finite subset

{s, r, . . . , q) of T will be denoted Ex. An important subset Exl consists of those

vectors v G Ex such that the stationary subgoup {x G G: x ■ v = 0} contains a

compact normal subgroup Sv of G such that G/ Sv is a Lie group. The Boseck -

Gârding theorem [4, Satz 3.1] states that

(29) Ex , is dense in E.

If F contains a topologically G-cyclic vector t> G Exl, then the normality of Sv

implies its containment in the annihilator G(E) of E, which yields

(30) G/G(E) is a Lie group.

Boseck's work is based on Yamabe's theorem [28] that there exists a directed family

§ of compact normal subgroups such that each quotient G/N, N G §, is a Lie

group and

(31) G is topologically isomorphic to proj lim^gg G/iV.

Lashof [15] used (31) to construct a group Lie algebra for G, which he defined as

the inductive (or inverse) limit of the Lie algebras of the Lie groups G/N. Boseck
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showed that Lashof's Lie algebra is isomorphic with T [4, Hilfsatz 2.2] when one

defines

r ■ s\R 3 t -> s(rt),        s + w\R 3 t -» lim I si - j wl — J ) ,

[s,w]lR3t2^}mi(s{^)w(^)s(^j\ (32)

[s,w]\R 3 -i2^[w,5](/2).

Proposition 4 and (27) imply that H(T)X is an invariant subset of the domain of

each operator Ta, a G A. Thus sums and products of elements of A are well

defined, and evidently it is a Lie algebra. It is not difficult to see that the map

A3 «->i" eTisin fact a Lie algebra isomorphism. Hence we do not essentially

conflict with Lashof in calling A the group Lie algebra. If g\G¡ —> G2 is a continu-

ous homomorphism of connected groups, the map T(G,) 3 s —> g ° s G I/G^

induces a Lie algebra homomorphism of A(G,) into A(G2). When g is an epimor-

phism and G is a Lie group, a simple dimension argument shows that the Lie

algebra homomorphism is surjective as well. Our next task is to show this still holds

for general connected G,, which is modest generalization of [19, 4.15].

Lemma 1. Let ty be a directed family of Lie groups and suppose that, for all

H, S G ty with H > S, there is given a continuous epimorphism eHS of H on S. If

E c ty and s G T(UHeE H), say that (E, s) satisfies property P if, for any finite

subset F of E, there exist H G ^ and r G T(H) such that H > S and EH s ° r = ss

for all S G F Then, if a pair (E, s) does satisfy property P, there exists q G

r(proj limHe£) H) such that q(t)H = s(t)H for all t G R and H G F.

Proof. For each H G 6Ù, let A(H) be the Lie algebra of H. Well-order ty such

that F is an initial section 1(E) and write < for this well-ordering. Suppose that

(1(A), q) satisfies property P (where 1(A) is an initial section determined by some

A G <$) and q(t)H = s(t)H for all I6Ä and H G F n 1(A). If A G F, let

q(t)A = s(t)A for ail / G F-if A & E, proceed as follows: let 4> be the family of all

finite subsets of 7(F) and, for each F G 4>, define %(F) to be the union of all sets

deDA({9 G A(Z>: cxpB(deDB(t9)) = q(t)B (V B G 4», / G R))})

where D G ^ satisfies D > S for ail S G F u {/!} (here t/e0^, is the differential

of e^ and expB the exponential from the Lie algebra A(B) into B). Since ^ is

directed and (1(A), q) satisfies property P, it follows that each 6DS(F) is nonvoid.

Further, since each G!iS(F) is an affine subset of the finite-dimensional space A(A),

there exists at least one element r\ in the intersection of them all. Let q(t)A =

expA(trj) for all í G R, and regard now q as an element of T(ílHEI(A)IJ^A) H).

Evidently (1(A) u {A}, q) satisfies property P. It now follows from the Principle of

Transfinite Induction that q can be extended to an element (which we also denote

by q) of T(l\HlED H) such that (ty, q) has property P. That q is in

r(proj limW(E6S H) is clear.    Q.E.D.
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Theorem 2. For the locally compact groups G and H, let w\G —* H be a continuous

homomorphism and s G T(H) satisfy s(R) C w(G). Then there exists r G T(G) such

that w ° r = s.

Proof. The component Hc of the identity in H contains s(R) and is topologically

isomorphic to proj lim^^^ Hc/K where K(H) is the family of normal compact

subgroups K of H such that Hc/K is a Lie group. If trK\Hc —» HJK is the quotient

map for each K G K(H), then the canonical homomorphisms

Pk\Gc/[Gc n KerK •»)]-* HJK

are injective and continuous-hence the domain of each pK is a Lie group [14,

VIII.1.1], and each pK ' ° itk ° s is in T(GC/[GC n Ker^ ° w)]) [14, X.4.1]. Let

ty = (Gc/5: 5 is a closed normal subgroup of Gc and Gc/5 a Lie group} be a

directed set under the natural direction, let

S = {GJ[GC n KeriV* ° w)]: F G F(//)},

and define r G I/TI weE If ) by letting

for each F G K(H). Evidently, (S, r) satisfies property P of the preceding lemma.

Thus f has an extension (which we also write as r) to an element of

r(proj limse6£) Gc/S). If v\Gc ^proj limSe<SD Gc/S is the canonical topological

isomorphism, then the map r = t>_1 ° f is in T(G) and satisfies w ° r = s.   Q.E.D.

4. The complexification as a group. In view of Proposition 3, G is a group

precisely when to * v exists in W for all to, v G Gc. Theorem 1 implies that this is

the case when to * v exists in If for all to, v G G¿. Thus one is led to seek a dense

subspace of H(T) common to the domains of all the operators Tu, to G G¿'. Since

each to G G¿ is of the form exp(-z'a) for a G A, the problem is to find a

G-invariant subspace H( T)E of H( T) such that, for each a G A,

2 (—t) a"v converges to an element of H(T)c    (V»e H(T)e).      (33)

Nelson's theorem [26, 4.4.5.7] on the density of analytic vectors for continuous

Banach G-modules combined with (30) can be employed to find a G-invariant

dense subspace H( T)u of H( T) such that (33) holds for each, but only for each a in

a neighborhood of 0 in A (where A bears its finest locally convex topology). This

gives at best a local group structure. At this time, we can give only a partial

solution to the problem.

We shall call G entire if there exists a subspace L\ of L '(G) such that

I -Lz"£>;/ G L]       (V z G C, s G r,/ G L;) (34)
« = o "•

where the convergence is absolute. (Here LX(G) is viewed as a left G-module with

action*-/| G 3 y^f(x~y).)

Proposition 5. If G is a product of entire groups N and K, then G is entire.
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Proof. If / g L*(N) and h G L£'(F), then/ 8 h\N X K 3 (x,y) -»/(x)/¡(v) is

in Ll(G). IF í is in T(G), then there exist m G T(N) and r G T(F) such that

s(t) = (m(/), r(t)) and so

7>;(/8A)= ¿ (;)^/®n
A=0

Thus

f^ll^W 8 A)||, < ( Í^lkW«.)( 2t jlK^All.) < »

and

OO , /     00        , \ /    00        ,

2 -Vz-z>;(/8 a) =   2 77* W ®   2 77^^
n=0 "• \/=l  '• /        \y=l ■/■

Hence we may let L¡(G) be the linear span of {/ 8 h: f G L¡(N), h G Le'(F)}.

Q.E.D.

Corollary \. If G is a SIN group (i.e. G possesses a basis of neighborhoods

invariant under inner automorphisms), then G is entire. In particular, Abelian and

compact groups are entire.

Proof. Connected SIN groups are products of compact groups and copies of R.

If G is compact, we may take the space of trigonometric polynomials for L\ (see

[18]). If G = R, we may take the linear span of all functions

R3(-> exp( -b(t - a)2)    where b > 0 and a G R.    Q.E.D.

Proposition 6. If N is a closed normal subgroup of an entire group G, then G/N is

entire.

Proof. Let p\G -^ G/N be the canonical quotient epimorphism. Equip N and

G/N with left Haar measure v and 9, respectively, such that, if

f°\G/N 3 p(x) ^ff(xy) dv(y)        (V/ G L\G)),
JN

then

f    f°d9=(fdX (35a)
JG/N JG

and L'(G)|/->/° is an epimorphism onto L\G/N) [12, 28.54]. Let s G T and

/ G L¡(G) be arbitrary. Then, for each h G L°°(G/7V),

í   (po^f0-f0-(DjA.hd9\ = \f(^-f-f-Dy)-hapdx

A\°Mii-L_DsA.mu       (3f
t

which implies that/0 G Ll(G/N)x and D    f = (Dsfi°.
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For z G C, we have by (35a)

OO 1 OO i

2 ^k'a;../0!,- 2^ii*v>:rii,<oo
n = 0 "• n = 0 "■

and

oo       , /    oo       , \0

2^a/> =  2^;/ ■
n = 0 "• \^ = 0 "• /

Thus if we define L¡(G/N) to be {/°: / G F^G)}, it follows from Theorem 2 that

(34) holds. That L¡(G/N) is dense in L\G/N) follows from the fact that the map

L\G) 3 /->/° G Û(G/N) is a continuous epimorphism.   Q.E.D.

A partial converse to Proposition 6 holds in that, if G/N is entire, then evidently

(36) (34) holds when L¡ = {/ ° p: f G I¿(G/JV)}.

Boseck [4] and Lashof [15] showed that many statements hold for G precisely when

they hold for all the groups G/N of (31). Proposition 6 and (36) imply that

(37) G is entire iff G/N is entire (V N G §) where G at proj lim^gg G/N is in

(31).

Proposition 1. If G is entire, then Gc is a group.

Proof. The set M = {Tfv. f G L¡, v G H(T)} is a dense subset of H(T). For

each a G A,/ G Le', v G //, and z G C we have (where s = s°)

2
« = 0

f^t}«) - 2
n = 0

Z      T < 2
n = 0 M!

£•;/ \v\< oo

so 7/ü is the domain of Te]ip(za). Further,

^exp(ra)( 7}ü)  =   72»__ifzyn!)£(ty(ü),

so by Proposition 1, M is Gc-invariant. Hence F^ ° Fw is well defined for each

ß, co G Gc; thus Proposition 3 implies that Gc is a group.    Q.E.D.

5. The complexification and the regular representation. If V is any faithful

continuous unitary representation of G, and S is the canonical "extension" to

W(G), then

(38) SlGcis faithful.

To see this note, that by Theorem 1, (38) holds if S is faithful on G¿" which, by

Proposition 2, holds when S is faithful on A. Since Vs«,ñ = SexDfto) for all a G A

and / G R, it follows from Proposition 4 and the faithfulness of V that S is faithful

on A.

In particular, Gc is faithfully represented on L2(G) by the left regular representa-

tion R of W. It is possible to base the theory of Gc on F(If) rather than W,

rewriting (20) as

H 8 7j = T{;h       (V/, h G F n A(G))

where A(G) is the Fourier algebra. The only major change would be use of the

Eymard duality theorem [10, 3.34] instead of Walter's theorem.
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Another faithful representation of G, the one to which the sequel is directed, is

the product of all continuous, irreducible, unitary, representations, one from each

unitary equivalence class.

6. The dual of G. Since (irreducible representation) duality theory has only been

successfully developed for "tame" groups, throughout the sequel G will be assumed

to be a separable, Type I, connected, locally compact group.

Recall that a If*-representation S of If is primary (or factorial) if SX If) n

S( W)' = CI. To say that a separable group G is of Type I, is equivalent to each of

the following statements [8, 9.1]:

(39a) each primary If*-representation of If is a multiple of an irreducible

representation;

(39b) irreducible ^»-representations of If with common kernel are unitarily

equivalent;

(39c) if S is an irreducible Jf*-representation of If, then 5(C) contains all

compact operators.

Let 2 = 2(G) be the family of minimal central projections in W+ . If tr is the

identity of the kernel of an irreducible If*-representation of If, then (i — it) * W is

isomorphic to the algebra of all continuous linear operators on the representation

space, so i — w is in 2. Conversely, if t is in 2, and 5 is a faithful If *-representa-

tion of t * If, then S is primary so (39a) implies that ¿ — t is the identity of the

kernel of an irreducible representation. Hence

(40) {77 * If : t — 77 G 2} is the set of primitive ideals of If (a primitive ideal

being the kernel of an irreducible representation).

The dual of a locally compact group is "classically" considered to be the family

of unitary equivalence classes of continuous, irreducible, unitary representations of

G; or, what amounts to the same thing, the family of unitary equivalence classes of

irreducible if »-representations of W. This being a rather cumbersome structure, we

adduce (39b) and (40) to justify calling 2 the dual of G.

The family Í of closed two-sided ideals in C(G) can be employed to describe the

Jacobson topology on 2:

{77 G 2: 77 *a¥=0(3a G 7)}        (J G 4) (41)

is a listing of the open sets. The a-algebra 93 of Borel sets generated by the

Jacobson topology makes 2 a standard Borel space (i.e., isomorphic to [0, 1] as a

Borel or measurable space) [8, 4.b.l]. We write 2ft(2) for the set of all a-finite Borel

measures on 2.

Let X = X(G) be the family of extreme points of the convex set {/ G F:

f(e) < 1}. When G is Abelian, X is the character group of G; in the general case X

is the set of repsresentative functions of the continuous irreducible representations

of G. Thus, to each / G X corresponds a unique element m¡ G 2 such that

(42) F^|„ t w is an isomorphism onto £(//(/))

(where £(//(/)) is the von Neumann algebra of all bounded linear operators on

H(f)). For it = ttj and to G tr * W+, we define

tr» = Tr(F£) (43)
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where Tr is the trace on £(//(/))+ . The function tr„ is independent of the/ G X

(satisfying 77 = 77^) employed in its construction. The Banach algebra of trace-class

operators in £(//(/)) transfers to 77 * W:

W„x = {to G 77 * If: Km»,, = tr^to- * u)l/2 < 00} (44)

and tr„. extends uniquely to a linear functional on rVwi.

We define the set tm(2) of temperate measurable operator fields on 2 to be the set

of all to G n^e2 ^r.i sucri mat the function 2 3 77 —> tr„(/? * «J is Borel measura-

ble for each ß G C. Denote by w(2) the set of all 9 G n„ei: 77 * If such that

2 3 77 —> trw(^ * u„) is Borel measurable for each to G tm(2), and let m°°(2) be

the set of all u G w(2) such that

Ml« = sup{|K||^: 77 G 2} < 00. (45)

Then m°°(2) is evidently a C*-algebra.

The Fourier- Stielt)es transformation ~|Jf-*n„e2:77* If is defined by

¿(77) = u * 77        (V 03 G W, 77 G 2). (46)

Proposition 8. The Fourier-Stieltjes transformation is a C*-algebra homomor-

phism of W onto m°°(2). If z = sup^e2 77, then the restriction of" to z * W is an

isomorphism onto w°°(2).

Proof. Let to G If and 9 G tm(2) be arbitrary. Then w is the o( If, If t)-limit of

a sequence to„ in C. Since each of the functions 2 3 77 —» tr„(to„ * 9V) is Borel

measurable, so is 2 3 77 —» tr,/« * 9„). Hence tô G m°°(2). That * is a »-homomor-

phism is trivial, as is the fact that *|z * If-* w°°(2) is a monomorphism.

Let 9 G m°°(2) be arbitrary. It is a consequence of [8, 8.4.1] that, for each

¡i G 2R(2),

A(fi) s {x £ W: MI „ < ||0||«, X = ^M-a-e.}

is nonvoid. The partial ordering «: on 3JÎ(2) induced by "absolute continuity" is a

direction. The net {A(¡i)} e3ñ^ consists of a(If, If„)-compact, nonvoid subsets of

W satisfying A(fi) c A(v) whenever v < /t. Thus n^e^cz) A(p) contains an ele-

ment to. Evidently tô = 9, whence follows that (z * 03)'= 9, which proves that

~\z * If-► m°°(2) is surjective.    Q.E.D.

7. Bochner's theorem. One of the most useful tools in exploiting the Fourier-

Stieltjes transform on Abelian groups is Bochner's theorem [12, 33.3], which

identifies B(G) with the measure algebra of the dual group. Our next goal, attained

in Theorem 3 below, is to establish such a theorem for a tame group. The first step

is an improvement of a result of J. Tomiyama [8, 4.2.5].

Proposition 9. Let A be a Type I C-algebra and { VJ}Jen a finite set of pairwise

inequivalent nonzero irreducible *-representations of A on Hilbert space. For each

representation VJ, let Tj be a compact operator on the representation space $7 of Vs.

Then there exists f G A such that Vj = Tj for all j G n.

Proof. Proposition 9.1 holds for n = 1 by Sakai's theorem [8, 9.5.9]. Suppose

that it has been established for n — 1, for all Type I C*-algebras.
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Claim 1. There is a permutation 9 of n = {1, 2, . . . , n) such that Ker V9<J^ g_

Ker V9(n) for all j G n - 1. Suppose k G « is maximal with the property that there

exists an injection t\Ic —> n satisfying Ker VT<J) g_ Ker Vr^ for ally G k — 1, and

assume that k ¥= n. Let m G « \ t(/c) arbitrary. For each y G k — 1, let T)(y") = t(J).

If Ker Fm £ Ker FT(*>, let i7(Â:) = m and n(Â: + 1) = t(/c), which would contradict

the maximality of k. If Ker Vm c Ker KT(*>, then clearly Ker VT(J) £ Ker Vm for

all y G k — 1, and let r¡(k) = t(/c) and -r\(k + I) = m; since primitive ideals are

distinct for Type I algebras [8, 4.3.7], we have Ker VT(k) <Z. Vm, which contradicts

the maximality of k.

Let 9 be as in the statement of Claim 1, and let J = {/ G A: V?(ri) is compact},

which is a nonzero ideal of A and thus Type I.

Claim 2. For each k G n - 1, V9{k)\j ̂  0. We may assume n > 2. Let F be a

compact nonzero projection in Ü(H( V9W)). By our inductive hypothesis, there exist

p, q G A such that V9U) = 0 for ally G n - \/{k), V9W = T = V*k\ and V*H)

= 0. Clearly, K**> = F ^ 0 and/*? G J.

Claim 3. Fory, k G « - 1 withy =£ k, Ve<J)\j and Vm\j are inequivalent. We

may assume n > 2. Assume Claim 3 is false and let U be the unitary operator such

that V9U) = U ° K/w ° 1/ ~ ' for all g G J. By hypothesis there exists h G A such

that FA*W =* U ° F*w o U~\ Hence K,?0) ° F ¥= U ° KÄ ° Í/-1 ° F for some com-

pact operator K. By our inductive hypothesis, there exists g G A such that

f/a) = K and F/(n) = 0. Thus hg is in / and

V<>V) = veu) o k^U° V^ ° í/"1 o yf)

= U o VBtk) o U~l ° i/o fj*> o í/-i = {/ o k^> ° Í/"1,

which is absurd.

It follows from Claim 2 and [8, 2.11.2] that V9ik)\j is nonzero irreducible for each

k G n — 1. Thus, our inductive hypothesis and Claim 3 yield some h G J such that

KW = T9(k) for a11 * e n-l. Let L be the ideal n*e„-i Ker Vew. By Claim 1

and [8, 2.11.4], we have L ¡2 Ker V9(n). Hence V9<-n)\L is nonzero irreducible and so,

since F is Type I, V9(^n\L) contains all compact operators on the representation

space of V9(n). Choose g G L such that f/(n) = T9(n) - V9(n\ Let / = g + h.

Q.E.D.
Each space W^^it G 2, has norm || ||w ,| If , 3 as -h> tr„(to~ * <o)l/2 which makes

(47) rV„A linearly isometric to the predual of 77 * If

where the isomorphism FJ WmX —» Wm is given by

t,(F») = tr„(Tj * to)       (V r, G If, to G W„¿). (48)

Let tm00(2) be the set of all 9 G tm(2) such that 9„ =£ 0 only for a finite set of 77,

and let tm,(2) be the set of all 9 G tm(2) such that

111*111= 2 IKIki <oo.

Then tm,(2) is a Banach »-algebra in which tm00(2) is a dense ideal. For each

9 G tm,(2) and 77 G 2, (43) implies

IK(<UIL.<Rlk. (49)
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so the series S^e2 E„(9^) converges in If „,. We define s|tm,(2) -» B(G) by appeal-

ing to (15) to find the unique 9'e¿ such that

F„> =   2  FM)- (50)

If B is equipped with the norm || ||fl induced from W^ by F, then it is evident from

(49) and (50) that # is norm nonincreasing.

Proposition 10. The map #|tm,(2) —> B(G) is a linear isometry onto a closed

subspace of B(G).

Proof. The only nontrivial thing to show is that # is an isometry, and this will

follow once we have established that the restriction of # to tm00(2) is an isometry.

Let 9 G tm00(2) be arbitrary and choose a finite subset Q of 2 such that 77 G ñ

whenever 9„ ¥= 0. For each 77 G 2, T9 is a trace-class operator on tt(H( F)) so there

exists a compact operator Kn on tr(H(T)) of unit norm such that

Tr^oF^Rk,. (51)

Since G is Type I, C(G) is of Type I and it follows from (39) and Proposition 9 that

there exists some to G C such that T = K for all 77 G ß. Since each F„ has

norm 1, we have

= I- (52)
■neu w

From (51) and (50) it follows that

L*   2 *,«*) =   2   *„(«•»••-)-  2   Tr(F„oFsJ=  2 IKIkf
» 7ren '       ireß wen weß

(53)

But  (52)  and  (53)  together  imply   that   ||Ö*||B > |||0|||.   Hence   ||0*||B = |||0|||.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 2. For tt G 2 and 9 G W*v let f = 0*. FAe/i i/ie representation Tf is

primary.

Proof. Since 77 * If is simple, the representation Tf\„^ w is an isomorphism.

Similarly, if t is a minimal projection of If„, and h = t*, then Th\VtW is an

isomorphism. Thus by [8, 5.3.1(h)], Tf\^tiv and Th\ir t w are quasi-equivalent. Since

F* is irreducible, Ts is primary.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 3. Let V be a W*-representation of W on a Hilbert space H(V), and

suppose that Js V" dn(rr) is a disintegration of V such that each V" (77 G 2) is

quasi-equivalent to the W*-representation of W associated with it. Then the disin-

tegration is central (i.e. K(lf)n V(W)' consists precisely of the diagonalizible

operators).

Proof. Let w G W satisfy Vw G V(W)'. Then VI is in V"(W)' for ft-almost all

77 G 2. Since V is primary for each 77 G 2, we have V"( W)' n V( W) = CI;

consequently Vw is diagonalizible.
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Now let F be an arbitrary (bounded) diagonalizible operator on H( V), and let

J2 Tn t//x(77) be its decomposition. For each 77 G 2, let H(tr)r be a subspace of the

representation space 77(77) of V" such that the restriction of V" to H(tr)r is

irreducible.

The restriction Tr of F to H(V)r = /j. H(<n)r d¡i(Tr) is obviously diagonalizible.

Since the restriction V of V to H( V)r is a direct integral of irreducible representa-

tions, it follows from [8, Théorème 8.6.5] that Tr is of the form K' for some tj G If .

Let 77 G 2 be arbitrary and write Kr-" for the restriction of V to H(tr)r. Then P£'"

is a scalar multiple &,, of the identity. Since F^ is also kv times the identity for any

representation F of If equivalent to Vr'w, it follows that VJ must be kn times the

identity. But T" being a scalar multiple of the identity whose restriction to H(m)r is

V™, it follows that F" = f^. Consequently, F = F,. That F is in V(W)' is trivial.

Q.E.D.
By an operator-measure 9\i we shall mean an equivalence class of ordered pairs

(9, n) G tm(2)+ X 9W(2)+, equivalence being defined by

dv
9(i — -t)v <=> 9 = ti • —    /n-a.e. (54)

and n and y are equivalent measures. The set of all such 9¡i shall be written <D2Ji(2).

For On G £)2tt(2), define

ii0Mik>* = rii»j..i*(*) (55)
•'s

and write ©9ftbd(2) for the set of all 9¡i such that ||fyx||oaR < 00. The transformation

"|£)3Kb(i(2) -* P(G) is defined by

(9nY\G3x^[ tK(y(x) * 9J 4u»        (V 0M G 03^^(2)), (56)

so that, as well,

<«, (W > = f *.(« * 9W) d^m)       (V to G If). (57)

If 0 G tm,(2)+ and k is counting measure on {77 G 2: 9„ ^ 0}, then

9* = (9k)\ (58)

Theorem 3. The map "102)^^(2) —> P(G) is a bijection and, for each 9y¡. G

£)ÜKbd(Z),

(i) ||(WH* = WWasr

Proof. Let / G F be arbitrary. The representation Tf is unitarily equivalent to a

direct integral fsS" dp.(-n) where ft is a measure in 2ft(2)+ and each S" is a primary

representation quasi-equivalent to the irreducible If »-representation of If associa-

ted with 77. For each 77 G 2, write H(tt) for the representation space of Sn. Let w be

the cyclic vector of /2 H(-n) d^(ir) corresponding to vf G H(f) by the unitary

equivalence. By modification of a /^-negligible set, if necessary, we may assume,

that each wr is cyclic in H„.
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Consider 77 G 2. Since G is separable and 5 cyclic, H(tt) is the direct sum

©w„, H of irreducible subspaces. Let 2"=1 w^n be the corresponding decom-

position of wn. Then each operator

w„„ 8 w*\H„„ 3 v —* (w„„, v~)... .h>_„

is a positive operator of trace |hvJ2, so there exists i\wn G Wnl such that

K.J.,, = K«l2>     K» = w™ ® <n- i59)

Since

2 IK#L.t- 2K,n|2=KI2<^> (60)
n=l n=l

the series 2^=1 t)^„ converges to an element tl, of Jf^,. We have now defined an

element tj of tm(2) satisfying, for all u G W,

<«,/> = (7*t^ ty)„(/) = jf<5X, w,) ^(77)

OO

= f  2   Tr(^: o (w     ® <„)) ^(77)

= /   2   Mto * tj^J ^(77) = I   tr,/« * tjJ ^(77) = (03, (WY).    (61)

Applying (61) when u> = t yields (i).

Suppose 9v G £)3Jfbd(2) also satisfies (9vf = f. We may (and shall) assume

(62) n = v if jii and p are equivalent.

For each 77 G 2, write fv for (0„)*. Let f be the direct integral j"2 F^* dv(ir) and

denote /2 //(/,) dv(m) by H( V). Since

/ K|2 M") = Í < r^, px>„a) <M-)

= f tr.(i * 0J *(>) = f IIÖJ.,, <*(*) -llalla«, < 00,
•'s -'s

the vector v = /2 ty Jf (77) exists. If M is the orthogonal projection of H( V) onto

the minimal f-invariant subspace containing v, then M = ¡M" dv("n) where r-

almost every Mm is an orthogonal projection onto a F^-invariant subspace [9,

II.3.3, Théorème 3]; since /2 Vj- dv(ir) = v = M(v) = /2 Mw(vf) dv(v), it follows

that Vf — M"(Vf ) »»-almost everywhere and so, since each vf is cyclic in H(f„), M

is the identity operator. Thus

(63) v is K-cyclic for 77(F).

Furthermore, for each to G If,

< Vjo, v)H(y) - X< 1*%, %)Ha) dv(w)

= f K(o3 * 9W) dW» = (0,)» = <to, />. (64)
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It follows from (63) and (64) that V is unitarily equivalent to Tf, and so to

/2 S" d¡i(tr) as well. Lemma 2 implies that each representation Tfw, 77 G 2, is

primary. From Lemma 3 follows that the diagonal algebras of the given disintegra-

tions of Tf and V are F'(If) n TS(W)' and V(W) n V(W)', respectively. Thus, if

U\H(V) -> H(f) maps v lo w and implements the equivalence between V and Ts,

U transforms the diagonal algebra of /2 V" dv(<n) into that of /2 Sv d^-rr). It

follows from (62) and [24, Proposition 8.27] that ¡u = v and there exist a Borel

subset Q of 2 with p-negligible complement and a measurable field of unitary

operators U"\H(f„) -> 77(t7) such that

U' ° SZ o (Í/")"1 = VI       (V 77 G ß, to G If) (65)

and

t/= f IT dv(w). (66)
•'s

Since i/(t>) = w, it follows from (66) and (65) that U"(vfr) = w„ for all 77 G ti.

Thus, for each 77 G ti and to G W,

Tr(SJ - S;) = Tr(S: o   | w„ 8 <„) - <S>., w„)f

= ((l/T' • ^ ° W(w,),ww)f- <K(0,%>

= Tr(^o^8ü:) = tr>*0J.

It follows that Tj = 9 p-almost everywhere on 2.    Q.E.D.

For each 77 G 2, let %(G) be the set {0*: 0 G Wiw} or, in other words, the

closure in B of the linear span of representative functions emanating from the

irreducible representation of G associated with 77.

Corollary 2. Let f G P(G) be arbitrary. Then there exist an element h of the

Cartesian product Il„e2 5,(G) and a measure ¡i G 2ft(2)+ such that

(i) (03, f y = j^(u3, h„y dn(ir), and

(Ü) 11/11* -/xllM* *(»)•
The pair (h, fi) satisfying (i) is unique (h being determined up to a ¡u-negligible set)

provided

(iii) ||AJ|B = 1 for n-almost all 77 G 2.

Proof. By Theorem 3,/ = (0ju)" for some 9¡i G £)3ftbd(2). Letting h„ = 9* for all

77 G 2, we have for all to G If,

<<o,/> = (to, (W> = f *„(« * 0J ^(77)
■'s

= jT<íO, 0j>>  JM(77)   = Jf<<0, /,„>  ̂ (77)

which proves (i). If to = t in (i), we obtain (ii). The uniqueness of (h, ¡i) subject to

(iii) follows from Theorem 3 and (54).    Q.E.D.
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8. The complexification and the dual. The Fourier-Stieltjes transformation "| W -»

m°°(2) has a canonical extension. For each to G If , we define

<*V — WL . If,ndom(u); (^7)

then

(77 * If) = (<ôw: to G if}        (Vt7G2). (68)

We write /w(2) for the set of all to, to G If. Evidently

w(2) s m°°(2) . (69)

It follows from (38) and the fact that G 3 x —> y(x)~ is faithful, that * is also

faithful on Gc and A: we write G¿ and A" for the respective images by ".

It is the business of the sequel to determine how Gc may be identified intrinsi-

cally in terms of w(2). Theorem 1 implies that it suffices to identify G~ and G¿~,

and it follows from Proposition 2 that, to find G¿"~, it suffices to find A", so our

task will be done once we have characterized G* and A".

In our terminology, Tatsuuma's duality theorem [13, Satz 11.4.2] can be stated as

follows. An element f G w°°(2) is in G~ provided each of the following three

conditions is satisfied:

(70a) Ç„ is unitary for each 77 G 2;

if R and S are irreducible If »-representations and V is the If »-representation of If

such  that (R ° y) 8 (S ° y) = V ° y,  then, where tj  is the element of z * If

satisfying tj = f,

(70b) RV®SV= Vv;

if /jL* d\i(ir) is a direct integral of the left regular representation F with each

L7r(W) quasi-equivalent to 77 * If, then

(70c) /2F* 41(77) ¥> 0 if tj ?* 0.

Some such condition as (70c) is necessary to take into the account the

"topological" character of 2 (when G is Abelian, 2 is "replaced" by X and (70c) is

replaced by the condition that f be continuous). The condition (70c) however

seems extraneous for a characterization of Gy intrinsically in terms of 2 and

m°°(2).

Our solution to the problem will be described in terms of quasi-multipliers. Let

QM(C) be the set of all to G If such that a * to * ß G C whenever a, ß G C, and

let ?w°°(2) be the set of all 0 G m°°(2) such that f * 0 * tj G C" for all f, tj G C

It has been shown [1, Theorem 4.1] that, for each to G QM(C) and net/a in P

satisfying a(W1f, C) - lima FL = Ff for/ G P,

lim <«,/„> = <<o,/>    iflim||/a||=||/||. (71)

It is known [1, Corollary 3] that if ¥ is any If»-homomorphism of If, then

*(QM(C)) = {03 G *( W): a * 03 * ß G *(C) (V a, ß G *(C))}.      (72)

In particular,

qmxÇL) = {tô: to G QM(C)}. (73)
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Evidently, (73) implies

G;c<7/n°°(2). (74)

For ? G w°°(2) and/ G B(G) we define

a/>x =<*>,/> (75)
where f = tj and tj G z * If.

Theorem 4. yl unitary element f of qm°°ÇZ) is in Gy if and only if

<f,/>xtt *>2 = f tr„(i. * 0J 4(77)       (V/,Ä6 *) (i)
■'S

where, for each pair f, h E; X,  9y¡.  is  the  unique element  of 03)^(2)  such  that

(9^y=fh.

Proof. It follows from (73) that f = tj for some tj g QM(C). That (i) holds

means

<tj,/><tj, h) = (t,,^)        (V/, h G X). (76)

If A is the convex cone generated by X in F, it follows from (76) that

<T,,/><T,,/l>=<Tj,y7J>        (\ff, h G A). (77)

If / and A in F are arbitrary, it follows from the Krein-Milman theorem that there

exist nets fa and hß in A such that

IWIs-HL/lk     IIM,HHI* (78a)
and

fa ~*i>       ^ ^A        in the topology a( If», C). (78b)

It follows from (78a), (78b) and Gelfand's theorem [12, 32.40] that /„ -»/ and

hß —» A in the compact-open topology.

Thus/,Aß —»y7i in the compact open topology so, by Gelfand's theorem again,

fahß^fh    in the topology a( If,, C). (79)

It now follows from (71) and (77) that

<t,,/><tj, h) = lim<T,,/a><Tj, hß) = lim<Tj,/aA;3> = <T,,y7j>. (80)
a,ß a,ß

From (80) follows

<%/>.<1,, A)- <!,,#>. (81)

Walter's duality theorem and (81) imply that tj = y(x) for some x G G. Hence

r«Y(x)-.   Q.E.D.
The quasi-strict topology on cw°°(2) is that induced by the seminorms

9m-(2) 3 0 -*|f * 0 * tjI^        (?, T, G (7). (82)

When G is Abelian, qmx(Y) may be identified with the bounded, continuous,

complex-valued functions on the dual group X, and, on || H^-bounded subsets of

^/m°°(2), the quasi-strict topology and the compact-open topology agree under this

identification. Since the Fourier-Stieltjes transformation " is an isometry when
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restricted to C [8, 2.7.3], it follows from (73) that, for 03 G QM(C) and any net 03a

in QM(C),

to*—>to*    quasi-strictly <=>||e * (ua — to) * k|| „, ^> 0        (V e, k G C).      (83)

Proposition 11. The map y\G 3 x^7(x)"eçm°°(2) is a homeomorphism when

cam00(2) bears the quasi-strict topology.

Proof. That y is continuous is a consequence of [11, 20.4]. If y(xaY converges to

y(x)~ in the quasi-strict topology, then (83) and [17, Theorem 7] imply

lim<Y(xa),/>=<Y(*),/>        (V/GF).
a,ß

That xa converges to x now follows from Walter's theorem [25, Theorem 1].

Q.E.D.

Theorem 5. An element ß of w(2) is in A" if and only if all the following conditions

are satisfied:

(i) -ß„ = ß; (V 77 G 2);

(ii) <exp(í/5),/>2 <exp(í/3), h\ = /2 trCT(0w * exp(í/3„)) 41(77) for all t G F ant/

f,h G X (where 9¡i G £>3ftbd(2) sató/es (0/x)"= y7¡);

(iii) lim,^0||f ♦ exp(//3) ♦ tj - ? * T/IL = 0 (V f, t, G C").

Proof. First suppose ß = à for some a G A. Then (i) follows from (22) and (ii)

from Theorem 4 and Proposition 4. That (iii) holds follows from Propositions 4 and

11.

Now suppose that ß G m(2) satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii). From (i) follows that each

exp(tß) is unitary; by Theorem 4, it is in Gy. Thus there is a one-parameter

subgroup í of G satisfying y(s(t))'= exp(tß) for all t G R. Condition (iii) just

means that lim,^0 y(s(t))'= y(e)" in the quasi-strict topology. Thus, Proposition 11

implies that í is continuous at 0. Since s is a homomorphism, it is continuous

everywhere and so is an element of T. By Proposition 4, there exists a G A such

that y(s(t)) = exp(ra) for all t G R. Thus exp(tß) = exp(fa)* for all / G R, which

implies ß = â by Stone's theorem.    Q.E.D.
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